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ELDEN RING GAME An Action RPG game where you can gather a party to battle, develop a character that can ride a horse, use skills as a weapon, and
experience the story of the creation of the world. MASSIVE SLAVE GAMES: CAREER • A Leveling System Travel through the Lands Between and fight against

monsters using skills and attributes. Build a party by selecting heroes from among a variety of classes. Fight against monsters and gain EXP to improve
skills and attributes. Possess a powerful character. Level and sell materials to raise funds. A level-up system that lets you rise from the rest of your class as
you level up. THREE PARTS TO A LEVEL • EXP Gain EXP by fighting monsters. Gain EXP by exploring the towns and dungeons. Gain EXP by using items and

skills. A black-and-white Level Choose a class from among seven classes at the start of the game. The difficulty of the game gradually increases. FOUR
CASES FOR EXP • ETHICS Hire heroes at the base from among seven classes. Rebuild a party that fights in the same party as you. Equip weapons and

armor, skills, and equipment. Live a richer life. MULTIPLAYER MODEL • ONLINE MULTIPLAYER Select up to three characters to fight in a battle. The fight is
resolved in real time. Compete for rewards in real time, depending on your match result. LEVEL BATTLE • STRUCTURAL AI Fight against monsters that are
randomly generated. You can clear out dungeons with a party of three heroes. A battle simulator that lets you challenge players from around the world.
ISLAND CRUISING • EXP AND GETTING AIRBORNE On the other side of the world, travel by airship and carry out the actions of the campaign. Access the
entirety of the world to progress the story. TRIBAL TAILS • CHARACTER LOVE • EXP Join friends and fight enemies together. Featuring a world map that

shows a variety of locations and an airship for quickly sailing to any location, you can view the world while battling. EXPERT TEMPLATE • PRE-CERFTMTS •
SKIN Create your own

Features Key:
Unequaled fantasy world: A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected.

Customize Your Character: Character development by equipping numerous weapons, armor and equipment.
Gain Faith to Become an Elden Lord: A quest to become an Elden Lord, the person who guides the Elden Ring. As you travel the Lands Between, you will come across people who hold an interest in the Elden Ring and discuss with them about it, and eventually a lord from the opposing

party, and eventually, a lord from another world will appear, and discuss with you about the Elden Ring.
A Rich Story: A multilayered story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between.

Customer Reviews

 

Play this game!!:  

 

Best Rom:  

 

Smartness and concept/story:  

 

Gameplay:  

 

I want a sequel soon!:
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